This paper introduces an approach for the extraction and combination of different cues in a level set based image segmentation framework. Apart from the image grey value or colour, we suggest to add its spatial and temporal variations, which may provide important further characteristics. It often turns out that the combination of colour, texture, and motion permits to distinguish object regions that cannot be separated by one cue alone. We propose a two-step approach. In the first stage, the input features are extracted and enhanced by applying coupled nonlinear diffusion. This ensures coherence between the channels and deals with outliers. We use a nonlinear diffusion technique, closely related to total variation flow, but being strictly edge enhancing. The resulting features are then employed for a vector-valued front propagation based on level sets and statistical region models that approximate the distributions of each feature. The application of this approach to two-phase segmentation is followed by an extension to the tracking of multiple objects in image sequences.
Introduction
The segmentation and tracking of objects in image sequences is a challenging problem in image analysis. Robust algorithms exist for many industrial applications, yet efficiency and robustness are most of the time obtained by adding strong constraints issued from prior knowledge and the controlling of the environmental conditions. Numerous approaches for tracking, for instance, propose to use models of the moving objects or of the background. Although such approaches usually turn out to be quite robust, they often lack generality. Relying on sharp constraints, they are designed to tackle precisely defined problems. Moreover, they need a supervised learning stage, and their performance of the method highly depends on the quality of the learning samples. In this paper, we want to use as little prior knowledge as possible. In order to nevertheless succeed in the challenging task of image segmentation, it is therefore necessary to use as much information of an image as possible. Thereby, the combination of different cues is essential for the robustness of segmentation and tracking. The combination is to be designed such that if one cue is corrupted, the method can still rely on the remaining information. Before one can combine different types of information, this information has first to be extracted. There is no such problem in case of primary features like the grey value or colour, which are already given as input data. However, as soon as secondary features like texture or motion play a role, there are many possibilities how to extract them from the image. In the ideal case, the features should be highly discriminative while inducing as little data load as possible. In the field of texture analysis the most frequently used methods are based on Gabor filters [31, 67, 68, 57] . Neurobiology indicates Gabor filers to be important in human vision [45] . However, they have the decisive drawback to induce a lot of redundancy and thus many feature channels. Similar problems appear with the usage of Markov Random Fields (MRFs) [24] . As soon as a MRF of reasonable order is used, there arise many parameters not only causing lots of feature channels but also problems in estimating them. An alterative has been proposed in [6] where the structure tensor, also known as second moment matrix, is used for this task. It yields only three feature channels and thus provides a significantly larger information content per channel than Gabor features. Recently, the structure tensor has been extended to so-called nonlinear structure tensors based on nonlinear diffusion [13, 10] , which are data-adaptive and therefore more accurate in the vicinity of discontinuities. In the present paper, we make use of this concept in order to extract texture features and to combine them with other cues. Considering motion, the optic flow is the principal method to extract this information. Optic flow estimation is a complete research area on its own, and there exist plenty of different techniques; see e.g. [4, 47, 71] for overviews. Interestingly, the nonlinear structure tensor, already applied for deriving texture features, can also be used here [11, 13] . The combination of features is realised at two different stages: first, nonlinear diffusion is applied to the extracted feature vector, thus inducing a coupled smoothing of all feature channels. This permits to deal with possible outliers, and the spatial coherence between various information is highly improved. Afterwards, these smoothed versions of the features are combined in joint probability density functions that describe the interior of regions. These densities are approximated by Gaussian densities and nonparametric Parzen estimates [59, 40] . We will show that by choosing appropriate statistical models one obtains an implicit weighting of the features by their discriminative power. Maximising the total a-posteriori probability finally leads to a partitioning of the image domain. For this optimisation problem, we employ level set methods [26, 53, 69, 51, 52 ]. In recent years, level sets have become a very popular tool for image segmentation. Starting with edge based active contour models [16, 44, 17, 39] , they have later been extended to region based models [55, 19, 18, 20, 57] , which can be related to the energy functionals proposed by Mumford and Shah [48] and Zhu and Yuille [81] . Formulating these functionals in the level set framework has several advantages. First of all, the embedding of the 1-D curve into the 2-D level set function as its zero-level line allows for connecting constraints on the curve to constraints on the regions. Furthermore, topological changes can naturally be handled with level set representations. In particular, regions need not necessarily be connected and parts of a region can split or merge. Finally, the optimisation of the partitioning problem by evolving curves is perfectly suited for applying the method to tracking problems: once the object contour in one image is found, only few iterations are necessary to adapt the curve to the shape and position of the object in the next frame. Related work. The integration of different types of information has been extensively studied in various fields in the past. We can refer to studies in biology [49] , neuroscience [33] , statistics [70] , and computer vision [5, 70] . Here, image cues will stand for the information to integrate, but it may also be the fusion of data obtained from different sensors, which is a whole domain in itself.
One possibility is to create a feature vector from all the cues and run classical clustering algorithms in the resulting feature space [5, 54] . In [5] , a feature space for image segmentation is obtained from the extraction of texture and colour cues. Then, an EM algorithm is employed to estimate the parameters of a Gaussian mixture in the corresponding 6-D feature space. Similarly, it has been suggested to maximise the a-posteriori probability, or equivalently, to minimise the negative log-likelihood [81, 58] . With the assumption of no correlation between cues, a global energy is defined by summing the log-likelihoods for each single cue. Autoadjustment of these weights has been proposed in the case of image segmentation in [35, 38] and for visual tracking in [70] . Alternatively, one can consider different cues successively instead of in parallel [41, 25] . In [41] , e.g., first a coarse segmentation of the moving objects is obtained from using motion information, and then the segmentation is refined by considering the local image gradient. In [25] , the authors deal with colour and texture images by first quantizing the image in the colour space, and then introducing a spatial criterion to obtain the segmentation. We refer to Clark and Yuille [22] for a classification of the different approaches in cues integration.
The present article comprises and extends work that has been presented on conferences. The variational framework based on level sets has been introduced in [64] . In [63] it has been applied to texture segmentation based on the nonlinear structure tensor. Finally, in [9] , colour, texture, and motion information have been integrated. In particular, the present paper extents these concepts by: (i) a detailed investigation of feature coupling, including the way of normalisation, (ii) by showing that with a Gaussian region model, the partitioning becomes independent from the contrast of the features and comprises an implicit weighting of features by their discriminative power, (iii) by embedding our method in a multi-scale setting, and finally (iv) by a significantly extended experimental evaluation.
Paper organisation. In the following section, the extraction of the texture and motion features will be presented. This also comprises the combination of all features in a single feature vector. After that, in Section 3, the variational formulation for image partitioning based on level set methods will be introduced. Section 4 shows experiments on image segmentation using different feature combinations. Finally, Section 5 introduces an extension that allows the tracking of multiple objects. Experimental results are shown for this application as well. The paper is concluded by a summary.
Feature Extraction and Enhancement

Texture Features from a Nonlinear Structure Tensor
The nonlinear structure tensor introduced in [78, 13] is based on the classic linear structure tensor [30, 6, 62, 42, 34 ]
where K ρ is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation ρ, I is a grey value image, and subscripts denote partial derivatives. In the case of a colour image I = (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ), all channels are taken into account by summing the tensor products of the particular channels [27] :
The major problem of the classic structure tensor is the dislocation of edges due to the smoothing with Gaussian kernels. This leads to inaccurate results near discontinuities in the data. The basic idea to address this problem is the replacement of the Gaussian smoothing by nonlinear diffusion. This is achieved by applying the scheme of nonlinear matrix-valued diffusion introduced in [72, 73] , and diffusivity functions without a contrast parameter. In the following, the details of this procedure will be described. Nonlinear diffusion is based on the early work of Perona and Malik [61] . For a review we refer to [75, 76] . The main idea is to reduce the smoothing in the presence of edges. The resulting diffusion equation is
with u(t = 0) being the initial image and g a decreasing diffusivity function that is specified further below.
Eq.3 can only be used with scalar-valued data like a grey value image. Gerig et al. [32] introduced a version of nonlinear diffusion for vector-valued data
where u i is an evolving vector channel and N the total number of vector channels. Note that in this approach all channels are coupled by a joint diffusivity, so an edge in one channel also inhibits smoothing in the others. A recent survey on vector-valued diffusion can be found in [74] .
When regarding the components of a matrix as components of a vector, what is reasonable, since the Frobenius norm of a matrix equals the Euclidean norm of the resulting vector, it is possible to diffuse a matrix, such as the structure tensor, with the above-mentioned scheme. In fact, this complies with the scheme proposed in [72] . An important issue is the appropriate choice of the diffusivity function g. In [13] , diffusivities that lead to total variation flow [3] or related types of diffusion have been suggested for the nonlinear structure tensor
with p ∈ R and p ≥ 1. These diffusivity functions include for p = 1 total variation (TV) flow [3, 28] , a diffusion filter that is strongly related, and in the space-discrete, 1-D setting even equivalent, to TV regularisation [66, 14] . For p = 2, one obtains the so-called balanced forward backward diffusion introduced in [37] . These diffusivities fit the requirements of the structure tensor very well: there is no contrast parameter that needs to be optimised, the diffusion process removes oscillations, and experiments show that one obtains piecewise constant results. Furthermore, for p > 1, the underlying diffusion process not only preserves but even enhances edges. While such edge-enhancing diffusion processes are ill-posed in the continuous setting, spatial discretisations have been shown to be well-posed [77] . They are especially well suited for improving the coherence of the feature channels. Unfortunately, the diffusivity functions in Eq.5 are singular in 0 and will hence lead to numerical problems when the gradient gets close to zero. This problem can be avoided by adding a small positive constant to the denominator [1, 29] g(|∇u|) = 1
For implementation of the diffusion equation resulting from Eq.4 and Eq.6, the AOS scheme proposed in [79] can be applied. It allows efficient computation of such flows also for small . For in the area of 0.01, where the approximation of such kinds of flow is much better than for larger , causing less blurring effects, the AOS scheme is around 3 orders of magnitude faster than a simple explicit scheme. Our texture features consist of the three different components of the spatial structure tensor J 0 , i.e., F := (I 2 x , I 2 y , 2I x I y ) with I being the image grey value. By applying Eq.4 with the diffusivity function of Eq.6 we obtain the smoothed components, i.e., the nonlinear structure tensor. In the case of colour images, the initial condition is extended to the sums F := (
Note that in both cases the third vector component has to be weighted twice, since it appears twice in the matrix. In the following, we will extend this feature vector by adding further cues, before nonlinear diffusion is applied to the vector. In particular, the vector will be extended by two motion components and the image grey value or colour.
Motion Features: Optic Flow
In optic flow estimation, one seeks at each point in the image the motion vector (u, v) that describes the shift of a pixel (x, y) in a frame at time z to another frame at time z + 1. To estimate this vector, one assumes that image structures do not alter their grey values during their motion. This is expressed by the optic flow constraint [36] I x u + I y v + I z = 0.
As this is only one equation for two flow components, the optic flow is not uniquely determined by this constraint (aperture problem). A second assumption is necessary. Lucas and Kanade proposed to assume the optic flow vector to be constant within some neighbourhood B ρ of size ρ [43] . The optic flow in some point (x 0 , y 0 ) can then be estimated by the minimiser of the local energy function
A minimum (u, v) of E satisfies ∂ u E = 0 and ∂ v E = 0, leading to the linear system
Instead of the sharp window B ρ , often a convolution with a Gaussian kernel K ρ is used yielding
The linear system can only be solved, if the system matrix is not singular. Such singular matrices appear in regions where the image gradient vanishes or the aperture problem remains present. In such situations the smaller eigenvalue of the system matrix is close to 0, and one may only compute the so-called normal flow (the optic flow component parallel to the image gradient). Using a sufficient amount of smoothing for the structure tensor, however, will greatly reduce such singular situations and dense results are obtained in most cases. A technique that combines the Lucas-Kanade method with dense flow fields can be found in [15] . Obviously the entries of the linear system are five of the components of the spatio-temporal structure tensor
where z describes the temporal axis and K ρ the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation ρ.
In the case of colour, these will be extended by using the corresponding sums as described in the last section for the spatial structure tensor. Like in case of the spatial structure tensor, also here the Gaussian smoothing can be replaced by matrix-valued nonlinear diffusion resulting in the nonlinear structure tensor as proposed in [11, 13] . For the diffusion, TV flow is applied, i.e., p = 1. Employing the components of this nonlinear structure tensor in the system in Eq.10 yields optic flow estimates which are more precise at motion boundaries than with the original structure tensor. Related techniques have been suggested in [50, 46] . The resulting optic flow vector (u, v) can be added to our feature vector F . However, since different types of information are coupled here, one needs an appropriate way of normalizing the different components. This will be discussed in the following section.
Feature Combination
In the previous two sections it has been shown how texture and motion features can be extracted from the raw image data. Supplementing the colour information, one hence obtains a feature vector consisting of 3 colour channels (R, G, B), 3 texture channels (the components of the spatial structure tensor J 0 , respecting its symmetry) and 2 optic flow channels (components u and v from the optic flow vector). At this stage it becomes important to combine this information in a way that allows for the simplification of the data, for dealing with outliers, and for the closing of structures, using the cues of all channels. For this purpose, vector-valued diffusion according to Eq.4 is very well suited, as it couples all vector channels by a joint diffusivity. This way, the information of all channels is used to decide whether an edge is worth to be enhanced or not. However, for a balanced coupling, Eq.4 assumes the values of all channels to have approximately the same range. Unfortunately, a simple normalisation of all channels to the same range, which would solve this problem immediately, is not a good approach. If a channel contains no information, e.g. there is no motion, the data in this channel should be constant. A normalisation, however, amplifies the noise in such a situation. Therefore, the problem of how all channels get approximately the same range has to be solved in a different manner.
Since the potential range of the grey value or colour channels is fixed (usually values are between 0 and 255), it is reasonable to normalise the other features to the same potential range. For the texture channels this can be done by replacing the structure tensor by its square root. Given the eigenvalue decomposition of the structure tensor J 0 = T (λ i )T , the square root can be computed byJ
In the grey value case, this comes down tõ
With colour images, this simplification is not possible, due to the sum of matrices for each colour channel, and one has to computeJ 0 by means of a principal axis transformation according to Eq.12. Multiplying the components ofJ 0 with the factor that is determined by the discretisation of the derivatives -for central differences and grid size h = 1 this factor is 2 -ensures a potential range of the structure tensor components equivalent to that of the input image.
In the case of the optic flow channels, a comparable potential range can only be achieved by some fixed weighting. We weighted u and v with factor 64, so a displacement of 4 pixels per frame corresponds to the possible maximum value in the other channels. This is a reasonable choice, since above a velocity of 4 pixels per frame optic flow estimation with the mentioned method is unreliable, so image sequences with such large displacements should not be used for input. The weight may be adapted to the frame rate of the camera. For larger frame rates, it can be reasonable to choose larger weights. With these considerations one can assemble the normalised feature vector
It serves as initial condition for the nonlinear diffusion process according to Eq. 4 with a diffusivity from the family in Eq. 6. For our experiments we have chosen p = 1.6, though other values of p > 1 will also work. The larger p, the more important is the influence of the edge enhancement compared to the simplification effect. After diffusion time t, one obtains the smoothed feature vector F (t) that will be used in the following section for partitioning. In order to be able to keep the appearing parameter fixed for arbitrary images, the diffusion time should be set dependent on the image size |Ω|. In our experiments we set t = 0.002|Ω|.
Two-Region Segmentation
After the feature vector has been assembled, we will now discuss the partitioning of the image by means of this feature vector. To this end, we first assume the image to consist of only two regions: the object region and the background region. In Section 5 this assumption will be dropped for tracking. A two-region segmentation splits the image domain Ω into two disjoint regions Ω 1 and Ω 2 where the elements of Ω 1 and Ω 2 respectively are not necessarily connected. Let u : Ω → R N be the computed features of the image and p ij (x) the conditional probability density function of a value u j (x) to appear in region Ω i . Assuming all partitions to be equally probable and the pixels within each region to be independent, the segmentation problem can be formulated as an energy minimisation problem following the idea of geodesic active regions [57, 64] :
For minimizing this energy, a level set function is introduced. Let Φ : Ω → R be the level set function with Φ(x) > 0 if x ∈ Ω 1 and Φ(x) < 0 if x ∈ Ω 2 . The zero-level line of Φ is the searched boundary between the two regions. We also introduce a regularised Heaviside function H(s) with lim s→−∞ H(s) = 0, lim s→∞ H(s) = 1, and H(0) = 0.5. In particular, we choose the error function with σ = 1. Furthermore, let χ 1 (s) = H(s) and χ 2 (s) = 1 − H(s). This allows to reformulate the functional in Eq.15
The minimisation of this energy can be performed using the following gradient descent:
where H (s) is the derivative of H(s) with respect to its argument. The likelihood ratio involved here implies some implicit weighting of the channels. If there is a channel with a very high likelihood ratio, i.e., the regions can be well distinguished by this feature, it contributes much more to the level set function than a channel with a low likelihood ratio.
Gaussian Density Estimate
The variational framework is not completely defined so far, since it still lacks the definition of the probability density functions (PDF) p ij . A reasonable choice is a Gaussian function. Neglecting the correlation between the feature channels, this yields two parameters for the PDF of each region i and channel j: mean µ ij and standard deviation σ ij . Given the level set function Φ, minimisation of Eq.16 with respect to these parameters (see [64] ) leads to the update equations:
Given the probability densities, the energy can be minimised with respect to Φ using the gradient descent in Eq.17. Thus the segmentation process works according to the expectationmaximisation principle. Initialised with some level set function with both negative and positive values, the parameters of the PDFs can be computed. At the same time step, the gradient descent adapts the level set function to the new parameters. This iterative process converges to the next local minimum depending on the initialisation.
Nonparametric Density Estimate
Although reasonable, choosing a Gaussian function as PDF is not the only possible solution. Kim et al. [40] proposed nonparametric Parzen density estimates for segmentation. Using discrete histograms, this approach comes down to smoothing the histograms computed for each region i and channel j by a Gaussian kernel K σ h :
with δ kl = 1 if k = l and 0 otherwise, and σ h being a regularisation parameter that we set to a fixed value (σ h = 8). This nonparametric density estimate is much more powerful in describing the statistics within the regions than the Gaussian approximation. Although this yields best usage of the given information, there is also a drawback. Compared to the Gaussian approximation this approach is less able to generalise but adapts more specifically to the given data. Thus it results in more local minima in the objective function and makes it more dependent on the initialisation. This problem can be addressed starting with smoother versions of the objective function by embedding the minimisation in a multi-scale framework that is described in Section 3.5.
Smoothness Term
So far there has not been any smoothness constraint employed to the partitioning, so the segmentation inclines to encircle small noisy regions. In order to avoid this, it is common to penalise the length of the boundary between the regions, thus adding the following smoothness term to the energy functional [20] α
where α is a smoothness parameter. The steepest descent of this energy results in an additional evolution term:
It is closely related to mean curvature motion and automatically includes a narrow band. For the relation between this smoothness term and mean curvature motion we refer to [80] . Adding the smoothness term to the optimisation problem in Eq.16 yields the following energy:
The corresponding gradient descent reads
To get a geometric interpretation of this evolution equation, it can be linked to an explicit evolution of the curve C subject to a force β that acts only in normal direction to the curve:
The link is made by replacing H (Φ) by |∇Φ|, which is only a time rescaling (cf. [80] ). Then the gradient descent (Eq.24) becomes
This is exactly the evolution obtained from C t · N = β using the level set representation (see [44] for details). So the evolution of Φ can be interpreted as the evolution of C subject to the force β defined above and acting only in normal direction to the contour.
Implicit Weighting of Features
Analyzing the influence of feature weighting on the segmentation leads to an interesting observation. While comparable ranges of all features are important for coupled nonlinear diffusion to work properly, the weighting of each channel has only little or even no influence on the discrimination properties of the curve evolution, if appropriate statistical models are employed. Consider the Gaussian probability density estimate. By multiplying a feature with a factor a, i.e., increasing its contrast by this factor, both the standard deviation σ i and the difference of each value to the mean µ i are scaled by a. For each summand in Eq.17 this yields:
This means, the region force is independent from a, and therefore contrast independent. Instead, the influence of a feature depends on how well it distinguishes the two regions, i.e. its discriminative power. One can easily assure oneself that, apart from a linear scaling of the smoothing parameter σ h , also the Parzen density estimate is contrast invariant. This shows that it is not necessary to try to automatically determine weights for the features, since this is already achieved by choosing a reasonable statistical model for the regions.
Multiple Scales
The energy defined above is in general highly non-convex. Thus, although the gradient descent according to Eq.24 converges to a local minimum, it is not ensured that this minimum coincides with the global minimum. Usually, the number of local optima increases with a growing model complexity. This leads to a dilemma: on one hand, the model complexity is sought to be increased in order to accurately incorporate the image contents, but on the other hand a higher model complexity increases also the dependency of the result from a good initialisation. As a remedy, one can consider continuation methods, also known under the term of graduated non-convexity (GNC) [7] . They provide a strategy to heuristically prevent a method from getting stuck in a local optimum. Continuation methods are based on the idea to start the optimisation with smoothed, simplified versions of the energy functional and to successively increase the level of detail until finally a solution for the original problem is obtained. For image segmentation, one possibility to create a smoothed version from the original functional is to regard the input image at coarser resolution levels. This removes details from the image which may disturb the method in finding the global optimum. Additionally, the complexity of the region model can be reduced by replacing, for instance, the nonparametric density by a Gaussian density. Both approaches can be combined. First a pyramid of successively downsampled versions of the input image is considered. Note that the multi-resolution optimisation strategy has a positive side effect apart from the reduced dependency of the method from the initialisation: it is considerably faster. At coarser resolution levels, the distance that the curve has to cover to reach its optimum position is much smaller than at the finest resolution level. Thus fewer iterations are necessary to converge to the steady state. Moreover, iterations at coarser levels are much faster, since there are fewer pixels. In the experiments, we consider two scales of the pyramid. The downsampling factor from one level to the next is 0.5. Additionally to the pyramidal approach, we reduce the complexity of the region statistics at the coarse level. We start with a global Gaussian density estimate at the coarse scale while at the finer scale, when the curve is already close to the object boundary, we switch to the nonparametric Parzen density estimate, since it can describe the region statistics more accurately than the Gaussian model. The pyramidal approach further opens the possibility to consider multiple scales for texture discrimination. In the single-scale case it is only possible to consider one scale of the texture without loosing accuracy. Now it is feasible to add also the structure tensor components of the downsampled image to the feature vector. Consequently, each coarser scale has three additional texture channels compared to its next finer scale. Although this additional information is not available for the finer scale anymore, otherwise accuracy would be lost, it helps in finding the coarse shape of an object. Note that due to the statistical model the finest scale is able to distinguish textures of different scales, but gets trapped in a local minimum very easily. An example is shown in Fig.2 .
Implementation Aspects
The gradient descent of the energy functional in Eq.23 automatically leads to a narrow band approach, like it has been proposed, e.g., in [21, 2, 60, 56] in order to speed up computations. To compute the narrow band, the zero-level line of the level set function is determined in each iteration. Smoothing this line with a Gaussian kernel yields H (Φ(x)). The corresponding 
Experiments on Segmentation
Colour and Texture Segmentation
First the method is applied to texture segmentation. In this case there are four feature channels, one for the image grey value I, and three for the different components of the spatial structure tensor. An example of what the features look like after the coupled diffusion process is depicted in Fig.3 . In order to verify the discrimination power of our segmentation approach with respect to texture, it was first applied to several synthetic test images composed of some of the wellknown Brodatz textures [8] . The results depicted in Fig.4 are very satisfactory. The same curve initialisation with 64 small circles distributed uniformly across the image domain was used for all segmentation examples; see Fig.2 . Even textures that are difficult to distinguish, like in Fig.4f and Fig.4h , can be handled by the nonlinear structure tensor combined with the statistical model. Note that the multi-scale approach also allows to discriminate textures of different scale, like those in Fig.4d and Fig.4f . In fact, the textures in Fig.4f are only different in scale, as the inner texture is the downsampled version of the one outside. An alternative way to consider the scale of texture is to measure the local scale in the image and to supplement it as an additional feature as suggested in [12] . Although synthetic test images are best for verifying the possibilities and limits of a method, results achieved for real images are more interesting. Thus we applied our method also to several natural images. Some results with grey level images are depicted in Fig.5 . In some further tests the texture information has been combined with colour. Consequently, the feature vector consists of 6 entries, 3 for the colour channels and again 3 for the components of the structure tensor. The results in Fig.6 reveal that the usage of both colour and texture leads to very good results. The combination of texture and colour information can make the method still successful, when it would fail, if only colour or texture was considered, as shown in Fig.7 .
Motion Segmentation
With image sequences, motion information becomes available and the optic flow components can be added to the feature vector. For a grey value sequence the feature vector therefore consists of 6 components, namely the grey value, the 3 components of the spatial structure tensor, and the two components of the optic flow. For the special case of motion detection, it is often useful to weight the optic flow channels higher than the other channels. Otherwise, the resulting segmentation might not split the moving objects from the non-moving background, but some bright, textured parts from dark parts.
In Fig.9 we show results for different combinations of feature channels on the same test images (Fig.8 ) from a traffic scene 1 . While the optic flow yields reliable information for the coarse shape and location of the objects, adding intensity and texture information permits to increase the accuracy of the detection. The complete feature vector including all information is the only one that permits to separate the cars on the left, as shown in Fig.9(iii) . Similarly, in Fig.10 , a coloured and textured moving box is segmented with a very high accuracy when using all the features. The complete feature vector permits also to capture small moving objects, as demonstrated in Fig.11 . Pedestrians and bicycles can hardly be detected if only the optic flow is considered. When grey value and texture are supplemented, two more objects are detected (these objects are really moving in the sequence).
Simultaneous Tracking of Multiple Objects
When switching from segmentation to tracking, only few things change. The main issue is that for tracking the initial position and number of objects are known by definition, so local optima and the choice of the initialisation are not that problematic anymore. This permits to drop the assumption of a scene with only one object and the background, and it becomes possible to simultaneously track multiple objects. For this purpose, a new energy functional has to be introduced that allows for the coupled evolution of an arbitrary number of level sets, one for each object. The coupling is important in order to avoid the overlapping of objects.
Coupled Curve Evolution
Before the general case of M objects is introduced, we first consider the simplified case of only two object regions Ω 1 and Ω 2 with the background region B. One level set function is assigned to each object such that Φ i (x) > 0 if and only if x ∈ Ω i . Adding the non-overlapping constraint, yields the characteristic functions: Figure 6 : Segmentation results with some real-world images using texture and colour information.
The characteristic function assigned to the background is the remaining part of the image domain:
Let e 1 , e 2 , and e B be the log-likelihoods of a pixel to be in Ω 1 , Ω 2 , and Ω B .
Then the tracking of Ω 1 and Ω 2 at frame t is obtained by minimizing By means of the Euler-Lagrange equations a system of evolution equations for the level set functions is obtained.
This model is slightly different from the model we proposed in [9] where the coupling between the level set functions was weaker. Overlapping has been avoided there, yet there has been no competition between objects when they are next to each other. Now in the case of overlapping, the system of evolution equations can be simplified to:
which effectively represents a competition between the two objects. The extension to the general case of M objects is straightforward. Including the smoothness constraint for each level set leads to the energy functional
and the evolution equations
(ii) (iii) 
Experiments
The tracking algorithm was first tested with two grey level sequences: the famous Hamburg Taxi sequence 2 ( Fig.12) as well as the traffic sequence already considered in the motion detection part (Fig.13) . In the first sequence, the objects are relatively large, yet its quality caused by the camera hardware available at that time is rather challenging. Since the grey value and texture information is unreliable for the van on the right, only the motion information can provide for its rough tracking. Note that also in Fig.13 the small cyclist can only be tracked because of its clear motion. In Fig.14 , a small cutout of the traffic sequence is considered. In this example, very small objects (one pedestrian and two bikes) are tracked along the sequence. In particular, the bike encircled in yellow is tracked despite the very low gradients. In order to demonstrate the effect of the coupled evolution equations, we have tested our approach also in critical cases where objects overlap each other. First a synthetic example of three balls having crossing trajectories is shown in Fig.15 . The coupling between the level set functions permits to deal with this situation. In the second example depicted in Fig.16 , we work on a colour sequence of a soccer game where we track three players that are very close to each other. Moreover, the camera is not static here.
Conclusion
In this paper it has been shown how pertinent information from an image or a sequence of images can be extracted and combined. Ignoring prior knowledge, we concentrated on extracting and incorporating as much information from the given data as possible. It has further been shown that a suitable region model includes implicit weighting of features by their discriminative power. The proposed method allows for segmenting textured images or to detect moving objects even under difficult circumstances. The way we compute the features, the coupled nonlinear diffusion with a special degenerated diffusivity, the statistical region model, as well as the multi-scale approach are the basis for the good results. Moreover, by extending the method to tracking, it has been demonstrated that the approach is not only useful for segmentation but can also be adapted to similar problems. Even though we have shown that we can achieve a lot with such a bottom-up approach, prior knowledge may certainly be mandatory in more difficult cases with, e.g., partial occlusions, shadows, or nonuniformly textured objects. The presented method is a good basis for extensions that include such knowledge. For instance, shape priors defined for level set representations in [65, 23] could be used without any modification. 
